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MORE LIBRARY HOURS NEEDED,
STUDENT GROUP SAYS
Susan Taylor and a number of concerned students, who feel that more library hours are needed, are circulating a
petition asking that library hours be
extended to Saturday and Sunday. They
feel that this would be an asset to their
studies, especially during exam weeks.
Miss Taylor stated that she is circulating
this petition in response to requests from
several .students who cannot find space to
study and believe the extra time that the
library is opened would benefit many
people.
When questioned about the feasibility of
keeping the library open extra hours, Mrs.
Fritts, the library's te~hnical assistant, felt
that extra hours are "utterly impossible".
Her opinion is that since the library is
already ·seriously understaffed, . the extra
hours would put an added ~urden on an
overworked staff. In response to questions
concerning why more staff could not be
hired, she stated that, first -of all, the
student aid budget for the library has been

wee,

cut, and the work-study program has limited possibilities in the library. In this program,
the student usually is employed in an area
connected with his major area, and there
are few students who will be going into
by Elliot Cohen
library sciences. Even if more student
aides could be hired, there is not enough
supervisory help to keep the library open
any more than it is now. Even now, when
a staff member quits, there is a great deal of
What's yo~r bag, shacking up, just dating, messing around, going all the way or no
difficulty in hiring new employees.
where
at all? Society used to say that it's a "NO-NO" for a woman to live with a man
Also, if there were sufficient help during
the hours the iibrary is now open, there is unless, of course, someone had the authority vested in him to pronounce two people man
also the problem of finding people to work and wife. But now, it may be a different story. Guys are living with girls and girls are
living with guys, but the girls are getting scared, and the guys are getting to dig it. No
on Saturday and Sunday.
longer will the marriage certificate mean a ticket to chocolate bon-bons and sleeping late.
Another reason Miss Taylor is circulatWith this type of arrangement Mr. Male can now say, "Listen, baby, if you don't earn
ing this petition is because many students
your keep, you're out!!"
·
feel that the Senate is not doing anything
This week's question, "Is marriage obsolete?", was answered by some · of our more
for them, and, even though she is not a prominent, yet not necessarily eligible, male students.
·
Senator, she wants eventually to become
one, and by starting a petition, she hopes
ROGER MARCUS, with a pocketful of plastic explosive, replied, "It depends if they
to show the students that the Senate can reform the abortion laws." In his overpowerful, mob-type voice, LEIGH BERNSTEIN
get things done. Anyone interested in sign- agreed, "Yes, it impedes one's freedom." (I don't remember reading anything 'about that
ing the petition can find a copy of if in in the Constitution -- it must be a new amendment.) DAN COHEN just sighed, "No, I'm
the Senate office, E-20R
married." (Tough luck Dan.) JACK BUCKINGHAM agreed with Dan remarking, "No,
it's been an institution for so many years. I think it will go on.';
·
TOM GRANA, with a puzzled look on his face ans'o/ered, "I just don't know, is it?
BOB FISCHER made quite the typical remark for the Northeastern student. He quipped
"Marriage is all right as long as it's with a member of the opposite sex." PHIL HOROWITZ, who looks as if he should receive an award as the best straight man iri---a W.C.
Fields' movie answered, "Oh no, it's not." BRUCE WIEGMAN laughed saying, "First
try it. After you settle dpwn, then get married." (Not a bad idea.)
Turning around, I bumped in that great Italian lover, PAUL VETRANO. In his most
suave, and yet artistic language, he blurted, "Oh, wow!!" But continued with "When I
cost. Our present policy has a limit of was realistic, I was a believer. The sincerity of the concern a man and woman have for
$250.00 for operating room, anasthesia, each other's ~appiness is the only necessary requisite. If this is maintained, there's no
laboratory, X-ray, drugs, dressings and oxy- need to socially legalize an already warm, rewarding mutual experience, whatever it may
be. Having children and providing security for them, however, changes the picture
gen; Blue Cross has no dollar limit.
The most used benefit of our present substantially." TONY CASTELLANO, that languid Latin, responded, "I don't know,
I'm married--! guess not."
.
plan, emergency room treatment, only allows a maximum of $50.00, whereas Blue . RirH RZADZKI pondered over the question a~d answered, "No, because I'm getting
Cross has no dollar limit. Ex'ample 3 is a married and if I didn't believe in it, I wouldn't be getting married;'' BRUCE ROTTNER
comparison chart of some ·of the benefits
firmly remarked, "Yes, in the sense that it's not accomplishing the purpose that it used
but there is more.
'
' to." DON TELLEFSEN seemed to agree and blurted, "Yeah, the morals have changed
Your health is important to you and the so radically, it doesn't matter who you go to bed with."
Health Service on campus wants to make
D1:l. MAUR~C E G~YSENIR chuckled, quickly remembering his many years of
sure that if you need medical assistance,
your education is not interrupted because mamage. He phdosoph1cally answered, " You can't build a lasting relationship if someone
of high medical costs. Many students have can leave on a whim."
already enough financial problems and this ,, Peering ~hro~gh his wire rimmed glasses, HERSCHEL STOLLER smartly added,
No, I don t thmk that anyone has come up with a better idea yet.'.' AL ROSENFELD
is one way to make sure that they don't have
more. The Blue Cross plan will insure your the Jewish hippie, ·could o~ly say, "hi a sense, yeah' --- 'more people are living. togethe;
health and your pocketbook. It is a fact that .n ow. RICH S:,"ONE, who 1s never at a loss for word!!, proclaimecl, "I guess it all depends
the cost of the Blue Cross plan is $3.50 more on ~he person. BIRD, one of the stranger students on our campus, chirped, "Yeh,ah, the
.
per trimester, raising the cost from $7.50 to laxity of sexual morals and attitudes."
And finally, an enthusiastic answer for you girls, was that of JOE SNELLING. After
$11.00. It is also true that the increase of
$3.50 may save you up to hundreds of dol- ·some deliberation , 'he remarked, " Ya know, mo-st people hav·e to want to be married!"
(How true it is!)
lars if you need medical attention in or out
of the hospital.
·
Jay. P. Byron and Tom Schwab, student
senators, have reviewed the plan with the
health service and have brought the matter
is on va~ation.
to the Student Senate. The Senate has·voted
to support the plari.
·

play

Try Her Before You Buy Her!

New Health Insurance
Plan Starts In Fall
by Jay Byron

Health Service hopes that no students
will have to us the health insurance ·policy
that he pays $7 .50 per trimester for, because
he .may find himself paying ½ to ½ of the
bill. Our present accident and health plan
is obsolete and does not provide ample
coverage. Even if the policy did pay
the full cost, the student would still have to
pay the bill and get reimbursed. This process takes 1 to 2 months and could force him
out of school.
Starting in September, a new and far better accident ·and health plan will be offered
which will alleviate this provlem. With Blue
Cross, which is tailored to a student's needs,
the student will find himself fully covered
and will not have to pay in advance. All he
does is present his card and Blue Cross does
the rest.
Our present health policy does not have a
family .plan for married students ; Blue
Cross does. Our present plan does not cover
part-time students; Blue Cross does. Our
present plan pays only $35.00 a day for a
semi-private hospital room--and Example I
shows that there are very few hospitals with
a $35 .00 room ; Blue Cross covers the cost
of a semi-private room, no _matter what the

G.ENECOREY

His column resumes next week!

Example #1
SEMI-PRIVATE ROOM COSTS
IN THE CHICAGO AREA
MEDICAL
SURGICAL
ROOM

HOSPITAL
NAME

Augustina
Edgewater
Evanston
Ill. Masonic
Lutheran General
Michael Reese
Mt. Sinai
Presby. St. Lukes
Ravenswood
Swedish Cov.
Wesley EXAMPLE #2

$42.00
52.00
45.00
40.00
45.00
57.00
48.00
52 .00
44.00
44.00
40.00

--

INTENSIVE
CARE
ROOM

$42.00+$2.00 Per
$92.00
Hour~ $54.00
'
102.00
59.50
51.50
85.00
48.00
81.00
90.00
14.00
85.00
70.00

CLUBS

PSYCH.
ROOM

Doing anything ,of in,erest
for the students?

48.00
69 ..00

47.00

Recent Hospital Cases of NISC Students

TOTAL HOSPITAL
PRESENT INS.
STUDENT
·BLUE CROSS
C
CO. COVERED
PAID
WOULD HA
CASE #1 - MENTAL ILLNESS- 30 DAYSIN HOSPITAL
$1,836.80
$1 300.00
~536.80
Total Bill
CASE #2 - HEPATITIS - 20 DAYS IN HOSPITAL
$1 253.20
$9~0.00
$303.20
Total Bill
CASE #3 -AUTO ACCIDENT- 10 DAYS IN HOSPITAL
1,011.05
.
$600.00
$411.05
Total Bill
CASE #4 -MENINGITIS- 11 DAYS IN HOSPITAL
-1 ,048;50 I
$635.00
$413.50
Total Bill

Put it in the
Ext. 270

BULL
Room E-45

/
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.OPINION!!
Editor:
As this is my fifth trimester at NISC I
have had the opportunity of seeing the
school newspaper grow from an inky piece
of paper which stained the hand when read,
into the present day Print. You have
changed publishers in order to improve. As I
understand, there is another exciting change
coming which will aleviate the two week old
news lag. But, more than the technical
change in content, a change in style which is
indicative of a growing, progressive endeavor. Many of your columns are interesting
and witty. The Print itself is beginning to
take definite stands on issues.
The only suggestion I would offer is that
when students submit articles presenting
"facts" you check them out thoroughly so
that the student who reads the paper can be
reasonable sure that what he reads is valid.
The Print is still far from perfect but the
improvement has been steady and noticable.
So I think it is time for a word of congratulations for your staff. Hard work
breeds progress. It is evident that you have
worked.
With respect for you students who have
cared.
Melody Cobleigh
Editor:
In the interest of what appears to be the
r fading radical element at Northeastern I
have divised something that I like to call ihe
"ultimate confrontation", which I would
like to pass on to your readers.
Our radical groups have done most of the
ordinary things like messing up the President's office, chaining themselves to the information booth, livening up ordinarily dull
CWC classes and the like. However and the
attitude of the college proves this, they have
not really been able to hit either the students or faculty where it really hurts. I believe my plan will strike to the very heart
(or thereabouts anyway) of the entire college community.
This is my plan. If you stop to figure it out,
there can't be more than 80 or 90 toilets in
the entire building. Now, if a dedicated
group of men and women were to make sure
these toilets were in constant use for an entire day you can imagine the reaction of both
students and faculty!
Of course, for the plan to be a success the
radical group would have to cover (pardon
me) every possibility. Remember my radical
friends , there are toilets in both the "A" and
"B" wings, in front of the cafeteria, in the
administration building, in the gym, and
here and there in the basement. You cannot
afford a si ngle leak in your ultim~te confrontation because it would soon widen into
a stream and possibly a river·and your demonstration would go down the drain.
The only real problems that I could think
of are all relatively minor.
First, this kind of sit-in could be rather
boring, but then again, 'they tell me it's a
great place to study.
Secondly, the men at the urinals; whom I
prefer to call the Number One team, would
be on their feet all day. Perhaps this could be
solved through the use of shifts.
Finally, don't expect too much television
coverage.
Sincerely,
Greg Gottstein
Remember - Opinions of our contributors
are not necessaril y those of the PRINT
staff! -Ed
Editor:
BRUISED EGO!
SOUR GRAPES!
Whatever you want to call it.. .. Submitting work to the Muse (Which by the
way is supposed to mean, among other
things ; The spirit · inspiring poets and
artists; or, a source of inspiration) , in my
experience, was anything BUT inspiring.
In fact, it goes something like this ..."You
have some poems to submit (sneer) , connotation here , 'that's what you think ', "wel l
slip them under the door." I am positive
this door leads to the incinerator. Then
there is this scene ... " I have a poem a-

bout...", "Sorry, we don't want inat subject (without reading the poem)." Final
scene "This kind of thing is not what WE
ARE LOOKING FOR!" curtain.
The problem is, what DO they want (it's .
a well guarded se<;ret). I don't mind · the
fact that the magazine has its standards,
which must be maintained .... BUT I DO
MIND the complete lack of positive attitude, and criticism. Anyone who has
taken enough courses in this college is
aware that positive reinforcement is a
necessary factor in freeing the reigns of
creativity. No doubt, that the truly great
artists generally must endure reject after
reject before realizing 41any success if they
do at all; but how many potential artists
perhaps just as great, are lost by this very
state of affairs? Since the Muse is supposedly a magazine for amateurs, it is my
opinion, that they are going a little too
far in striving for "excellence". I don't
think that the college as a whole has been
very INSPIRED ifwe examine the narrow
limits that this publication has exhibited.
As far as the argument that not enough
people in the college submit poetry, I have
this to say ... enthusiasm is catching. If
more students were inspired rather than
rejected, they would spread their enthusiasm to other would be poets; just as
the gloom of rejection and negative feelings have no doubt been spread, resulting
in the very lack of works submitted by
the students.
To add just one more illustration to the
tone of the entire operation of the
Muse ... ln the Feb. 13th edition of OPIN1ON!!, Abb.y Rosen was not able to defend her position to Mr : Wolman re-his•
article "Is the Muse a Student Magazine?"
without resorting to negative criticism of
his writing. NEGATIVE, NEGATIVE,
NEGATIVE. By George! I think I've
found a new name for the Muse. Well I
.feel better already, Anyone for a Real student poetry magazine? We could call it REJECTION LTD. To be taken literally of
course. P.S. This letter is in no way
criticizing the works appearing in the
Muse, which are of fine quality, but rather
the inter-personal communications.
Doreen Dent

Editor:
I am writing this letter to the Print in
order to bring a few questions to the attention of the students regarding the use
of Student Activity Fee money. Though
it may not be general knowledge to the
student body, (or brain) , $18.00 per
trimester is added to the tuition and
labeled"Student Fees". In the course of one
academic year this amounts to $54.00 per
student and to a grand total (for our
enrollment) of about $250,000.00 Has
anyone ever thought to ask how these
funds are allocated, or to whom, or-more
importantly-whether they are used to
benefit the student population at large?
Does the entire student body benefit
when certain interes t groups obtain
thousands of dollars of Student Fee funds
completely out of proportion to the
membershl· p or representat1·on of the
g roup?. Once these funds are a llocated to
a group what further accounti·ng 1·s done
by that group to J·usti·fy thei·r expendi·tures?.
It would be interesting to know who signed
for the following payments to speakers-$1500.00 to Muhammad Ali, $800 for two
visits bv the Black Panthers--the second
visit was made without college permi ss ion
to use a room, but the $200 payment to
the speaker was still made--$200 to the
Palestine Liberation Front, a terrorist
group, and to sundry other speakers. I cannot and will not object to the right of
anyone to speak on this campus, but I can
and will object to their being paid by
money contributed by all the s tudents, yet
with the agreement and knowledge of only
a few .
The payment of speakers and student fee
money being allocated to groups on campus is not a new idea. Many people feel
that student fee money is most properly
used when it is given to sma ll groups that
evidence an interest in a iven area eg.
Antrhopology Club, Psyc hology Club
Peace Council etc., but could there not
be a formula established that a group with

PRINT ·SA·YS:,,
· Get The Pigs Off Campus!
· Northeastern's halls _have been invaded by the pigs. The pigs can be seen in the lounges ;
they can be seen watchmg Bugg House Square, they are constantly present in the halls, the
coff~e ~hop, by the pool ,tab_les, across _from the Senate office, and always around the
aud1~onun:1. Northeastern s pigs are no different from the pigs on the streets. They need no
special umforms to be known. Fellow students, look around you. See that student sitting
next.to you, the chances are twenty to one that he's a pig. The chances are twenty to one,
that you too, fellow student, are a pig.
Are you offended, fellow student? You should be. Look around you. Come with us to the
)ounge~. ~ee the new furniture. See the cigarette burns in the new coverings. See the carpet
m the B lounge. See the cigarette burns. Help clean off the tables for a Bugg House
Square. See all the trays left. See all the garbage left on the tables. Come outside of the
Senate Office with us. See fellow pigs sitting. See them sitting in the filth of the pigs that
were there ~fore. See the auditorium at the end of a day. See the two barrels of garbage that
come_ ou! of 1t every day. Come to the game room ... where there is a sign that says 'no eating
or drmkmg! See there all the trays, food, and cups. It's not that eating and ,drinking jn the
game room is a violation, but you don't have to leave the evidence in mass. Come outside of
the coffee shop with us. See the sty. Check out our photos. We all know what a picture's
worth.
"Sty, I. a pen for pigs. 2. any foul , filthy, or depraved place." Those words of Webster's
were written for Northeastern. It is as though he walked down our halls, sat in our coffee
shop, came to our lounges. Webster knew a pig when we saw one; why are we having so
much trouble?
,
Conrad Pitcher speaking of pigs in his Sept. 23, 1968 "foco", said, " We are being asked
to forget th~ nightmare of being· confronted by thousands of baby-blue pigs ... We are
expected to ignore or to treat "".ith suspicion evidence of the expected and sadistic manner
in which the 'pigs' precipitated nausea ... " Mr. Pitcher knew a pig when he saw one.
Should w_e for~et abou_t pigs? Should we allow this sadistic trend to continue at our sty?
Fellow_Pigs Jom the Fight. The fight to make Northeastern's sty the best sty in the coun- .
try . Bnng your garbage from home. Let's spread it in the halls , the class rooms, and let's
make our fellow pigs outside of the auditorium feel more at home. Let's really try to
make Northeastern the biggest heap in the world .

only IO members is entitled to only a They want to find out.
proportional share of Student Activity Fee
The college student also wants to find
money. Why have certain groups, num- out. He does not want to be told by some
bering less than 25 students been given hierarchy what to do or believe. This is
as much as $7000.00 in Student Fee where Newman comes in.
money? Why is it necessary for groups to comes in.
pay a speaker $ 200 a nd up--surely speakers
On this campus we have had Newman
who wish to U§e our campus as a forum
or a base for proselytising could be given for th e laS-t six trimesters in some form.
a lesser amount of money.
For the last trimester, including this triI think it is fair to suggest that the stu- mester, Newman ha s been alive and
dent body ask what kinds of criteria are healthy.
used to justify the allocation of such large
Newman is for the student. Do you
sums of money to many small groups. It have questions Maybe you have a gripe
seems to me that all students should have Fed up with the established Church? Do
some representation since student fees have questions ? Maybe you have a gripe?
amount to taxation . Perhaps some of these questions ? Do you want to meet people
funds could be better used for such t'1ings who are interested in doing something in a
_as: Setting up a Co-Op Book Store to give Christian way? Do you want a place to
all the students an opportunity to buy talk out your " thing"? Do you want to
books at lower prices? Putting more of the find answers through discussions with 0thfunds into a Student Union for the us,~ er students; really celebrate a Liturgy and
of all the students? I would be most in- , become an active part of the Eucharist?
terested in finding out how the students '' If you do, we at Newman think that we
feel about this issue. Also, any clarification have just what you want. Yes, we have
of the question of how Student Activity people who want t@ see a change in the
Fees are currently being spent from Dean Church. We have members who are askPitts, would be greatly appreciated.
ing questions . They are finding answers
for themselves. We meet with Inter
Marshall Weinberg, Faculty Assistant Varsity Christian Fellows hip , ask
English Department questions and learn.
Ed .
itor:
Often we will hear that the Catholic
Ch urc h has Iost its
. meaning.
.
One gener• w1.11 comp 1am
. about the lack of laws
at1on
• he Ch urch. We hear remarks about the
mt
,
confusion within the structure
of the
Ch urc h . p eop Ie are asking questions.

, Tlw \01·thea!'llt·r11
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PRINT

The weekly PRINT is a student publication,
perpetrated upon the student body at Northeastern Illinois State College, 5500 N. St.
Louis, Chica o. Opinions herein are somet imes those of the writers only, so don't b lame
our adm inistration or anybody else for this
drivel. We accept most of the stuff people
bring us, unless it's dirty or educational.
Make sure that contributions are signed w ith
your real name, and that they' re brought to
us before 6 :00 MONDAY NIGHT!
Editor .. .. ... . ..... . . ...... . .. Ken Davis
Editorial Director . . ..... . . . .. .. Abby Rosen
Photography Director .. . ..... . . Roger Bader
Business Manager... . . .. . . . .. . .. ... TBA

We worship God in a personal way.
Worship is an involvement. We at Newman try to make it so.
'{he Intellectual and Spiritual are important,
but we are a student organization;
·
·
therefore, we have to take an interest in
Northeastern. We are a young group, but
Con t'd page 6

Sports Editor. . . . . . . ... . .... . . . . Bi ll Baker
Secretary. . .... . ... . . . .. . .. .. . Lynn Musson
Columns :
Corey's Corner. ... .. .. .. ... . . .. Gene Corey
Wee-Play . ..... ............. . . .. Ell iot Cohen
Photography Staff .. . .... .. . .. John Podraza,
Gary-Dale Stockmann, Larry Spaeth
Research Staff . .. ... ...... .. . .Cindy Dubas,
Mike Gilmore, Lynda lmmergluc_k,
Rod Martel, Diane Spiegel
Hangers-On .. .. . ... .. . . . ... . . Diane Lebbin,
Larry Streic her
Staff Critic (and part-time wallwasher) . ...
. . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . ... ... .. . .Mickey Sagrillo
Staff Quitter . .. ... . . . . .. . .... . David Green
Bulletin Board Monitor ... . ... .. Larry Spaeth
Mascot of the Week . . ...... .... Andy Zelasko
Benevolent, Omnipotent, Almighty Sponsor
.. . .. .. ..... .... . ............. E.M . Liebow
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The Pigs
Photos by Roger Bader, Larry Spaeth,
and Gary-DAie Stockmann.
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Students Ri,ghts Policy Developed
by Michae! Gilmore

For the past two months, the Student Affairs Council , chaired by Dr. Buchmann,
has been developing a policy on student
rights. Specifically, the Student Affairs
Council, which consists of six faculty members and three students, has outlined a policy on student dissent. The Council has also
formed a policy concerni ng the responsibilitie~ in~olving the invitation of guests to
the campus. The Joint Statement of the Student Affairs Council and the Sub-Com-

mittee of the Senate Steering Committee of
Northeastern, in addition, states the freedom and rights of faculty and specific authority and responsibilities of the President
of the College.
The statement was rejected by the Stµdent Senate once before and was brought up
before the Senate last Thursday, after
having been revised. If approved by the
Senate, it must then be approved by the Faeulty Senate before it will be adopted.
The Student Affairs Council meets Mondays at 11 :00 a. m . in Dean Pitts' office.

1

PKA HOLDS FIRST MIXER
Some impulses, like this paper, are
tardy. But as long as an impulse comes,
one better not be late for what's happening. Phi Kappa Alpha had its Impulse
Mixer on January 31, 1969 at the
· o.A .A.C. Hall, 4624 N. Pulaski. Hot
dogs and popcorn were sold . Its band was
called 'The Source". Were you there?
Things really bumped. Phi Kappa Alpha
really laid it on Northeastern with all the
beer you could drink for $1 .50, providing
you were old enough. You can expect new

BUDGET REQUESTS
The following is a listing of all Supplementary Budget Requests as submitted
during the past trimester. Also listed are
the amounts received by those organizations upon whose requests the Student
Fees Allocations Committee has acted.
Varsity Athletics . ........ . . 980
980
Alpha Rho Omega ......... 235
Anthropos ........ . . ........ 50

SO

Asian Affairs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 900

1500

Assemblage . .. . . . .... .... 1,3 IO
Bugg House Square ..... . 3,000
Black Caucus ............ . 5,900

3,000

Blfick Heritage . .......... 9,400
Choir. . .. . .. .... .. .. .... . . 285

285

Chemistry C lub ............ 770
Co-Curricular. . ... .. .... . 6,000

6,000

Creative Film Group ...... 142.50
College Band . .......... 1,284.19
German Club .... . ·.. ......... 20

1,284
20

Geography Club .... .. . ·.. .. . 625
History Club . ..... . .. ....... 90
Inner City Issues .. . . . .... . .. 500

90
500

Kial. ........ ... .. .. .. .. ... 250
· Muse . .. .. .. . .. . . ... . .. .. .2,276

176

NI SC Square Dance Club. , .. 150

Physical Education ..... . .. .. 400

375

Print. . . .. .. .... ........... 4.925 4,925
Stage Players ........ ....... 2.200 2,200
Student Senate .. . ... . ............ .. . .

events of interest and marvel from this ,
fraternity . This Fraternity claims that its
tradition is that everyone will have a good
time: 'TII be your good time if you'll be
my good time and we'll have a good time
together - Phi Kappa Alpha". Grab your
scorecard and lay a plu_s on the positive
side for thes_e boys ... (submitted by P KA)

CSDS FORMED
by Lynda lmmergluck

An imaginary group h~ been formed on
campus. It's called the CSDS--Concerned
Students for their D1gestive Systems. The
club was brainstormed by its president,
Joanne Woodland, late in November of '68.
The first official session was held at TUMS
counter in a nearby drugstore. Other meetings have taken place in the Health Service
and in various lavatories.
Although the club is fictio usfy created
here, the facts are not. The CSDS have much
cause for concern. The NISC cafeteria and
lunchroom has failed them more than any
teacher or professor could do with a low
grade. Now , far be it for anyone to admit all
cafeteria food has to taste bad to be good;
contrarily, CSDS believe our cafeteria food
tastes bad, looks bad, and is bad.
To get to the core of this situation , this
· reporter talked to Joanne .
PRINT "What brought you to form
CSDS?"
Joanne: " I was dissatisfied with the food
and general service in our school's lunchroom. Since my class schedule brought me
here daily--morning and afternoon--! had to
eat here or starve. With insufficient locker
provisions, I was unable to bring lunch from
home. Furthermore, with poor weather conditions and time availability I couldn't go
out to eat. So I ate and suffered in silence
until I noticed that other student were suffering; not only. from dissatisfaction, but
also, from indigestion. Eventually, we met as
a group and discussed our everyday problems created at school meals."
PRINT: "For the benefit of our readers,
can you compile a list of you r group 's main
aggravations?"
Joanne: "Our IO most specific complaints are:
1. Black hairs in pie crusts, soups, and salads.
2. "Dumpling" soup with no dumplings.
3. Re-warmed hamburgers and hot dogs.
4. Undercooked or overcooked vegetables .
5. Greasy meals and muddy coffee.
6. Stale pastries.
7. Salty soup .
8. Inadequate provision of trays and utensils.
9. Inadequate facilities and food selection.
10. Poor service in general."
PRINT: "Have these various facts been
brought to the attention of the lunchroom
staff?"
Joanne: "Yes, but to no avail. More
bought food is left uneaten rather than argued over."
PRINT: "What are the future plans of
CSDS?"
Joanne: "First we must see if more stu- ·
dents are in aggreement with us. From that
point, ~e will work to correct the disturbing
food service situation at NISC; from buying
hairnets for cooks to bringing picnic lunches
for all. Hopefully, 6700 people are mutually
concerned over something!"
PRINT: "Thank you, Joanne, for enlighting us with your tales of woe ." (If anyone is interested in the CSDS, please contact
this reporter in care of PRINT.)
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IS THE MUSE A STUDENT MAGAZINE?
Part 2.
by Arnold Wolman

ed every lecture, he never heard one mention

about the MUSE.
Of course, this doesn't mean that no solicitations have been made even though this
charge has been made by various people. In
fact, I know that solicitation has been attempted on the part of the MUSE, Ever
since I began doing research on this article
Willy Wandick has been hot on the trail begging me to submit.
Furthermore; I spoke with Kim Livingston who solicits material for the MUSE
and she has said that it really is difficult to
get work for the magazine. "In a school like
this, what can you expect?" she said.
"People just aren't interested."
She did say, however, that she simply
knows that more photographs were submitted and that she just can't understand
what happened to them all. She also said that
not all of the work should have to be equal in
quafity.
Hopefully this article helps bring to light
some of the questions that have been
plaguing many people for many months. But
there are many more questions that are still
unanswered. To begin with:
Who actually knows of the MUSE?
When does it appear and where? Whom do
the students submit materials to, and who
judges their work? How large an amount
of contributions are submitted, or have
been submitted?

It is gratify mg that Miss Rosen has responded to my special report on the MUSE ·especially since it is said that she responds only to
a select few.
Therefore her response must be taken
very seriously but frankly I'm puzzled. After
a description of how the activity council
works she suddenly asks, "You do see the
point?" Miss Rosen, What point you are
talking about?
Once upon a time, there was a king who
announced that he was giving away a hundred dollars except that he made the announcement from behind a closed door in a
dark crevice of his cellar strong-hold. Therefore, no one came to collect the hundred dollars--which , you see, in NUSIA , where the
king ruled, was a lot of money. So that when
the starving Nusiants sent their chief to
negotiate. with , the king the king said "The
money was all there. No one came to pick it
up." This story reminds me very much of the
way the MUSE has solicited materials. Willy
Wandick, Abby Rosen and Karen Yanoff
(who, by the way, isn't here this semester)
have said that "no one submits and
shouldn't the best of the school poets be published?" To answer that question, take a
look at the last issue(s) to see who are the
best.
This writer is sorely disappointed at the
rejection of his submission to an issue (not
the last) and is very grateful to Miss Rosen
for her condolences. However, he feels that
the MUSE deserves condolences too , for he
feels that if his poems had been accepted the
by Larry Spaeth
quality of the MUSE would have been greatly enh'anced.
The Psychology Club is presenting the
Since first deciding to expose this "school film "Titicut Follies," March 27, 1969 at
magazine" whose sole purpose is to, and I 7:30 p.m. in the Little Theater. The film is a
quote "foster an awareness and interest in documentary which shows life behind the
the fine arts in this college, and to provide a walls of the Bridgwater State Hospital, for
resevoir for student to bring their talents," the criminally insane.
I have spoken with well over fifty people
The producer of the film is now being
from whom I am endeavoring to determine prosecuted for invading the privacy of the
inmates that are revealed in the movie, but
just how far this NISC farce has gone.
Unfortunately, many of these people have there is some question as to whether or not
either submitted material to the MUSE they had any privacy to lose. Furthermore,
(much of which has been lost) or have plans the film has been banned in the State of
to, and are afraid of being completely elimi- Massachusetts. A look at the film itself is
nated. One such person who has that fear is perhaps the best way to find out why it
an English Literature. student who has would stir up a political controversy.
The film was shown at New York's Linturned in over two different sections of peotry. In response to what he thought were the coln Center film festival, and won first prize
problems at the MUSE he had this to say, in West Germany's Mannheim film festi"Well, when I went there everything was val. It has also won wide and enthusiastic
lopsided. The office looked like a pigsty and critical acclaim.
"Titicut Follies is a brilliant work mart,
it was so noisy that I couldn't even hear myself speak. I'm not so angry about their los- despite the opposition to it", say Dr. Coles,
ing my work. It probably was lost; I can see research psychiatrist at the Harvard Uniwhy. But as far as the magazine itself is con- versit):'. Health Service.
cerned, well it's pretty but so what? A lot of
Cont'd from page 3
toilet papers are pretty too!"
we want to make an impact on this
campus. It is our obligation as a Christan
Though that was a typical response it
organization to speak out, but in order to
wasn't the only response. There are, after all,
some people who like the MUSE and one do it we need you. We at Newman want to
person even asked "Why I'm picking on speak and act. These are very important
poor Abby? She has enough problems!" The parts of Chhstian life.
There is a lighter side to campus life,
answer to that is, I'm not picking on anyone.
Another charge--and in this one I must too. We are a part of it. Homecoming
revert to something mentioned earlier--is 1969, a float, a delegation at the game, and
that no one submits material. Miss Rosen second prize. To do more we need you.
By this time you may ask, "Who are the
herself has told me that she frequently asks
her art classes for material. If so, than why 'we' that have been mentioned so much?"
has Jim Mesplay, who was in her. Art & Re- The 'we' can be "YOU". Newman is the
naissance class last semester and who sat in students. It is not Fr. John Hurley, Mike,
front of her, said that even though he attend- Darlene, Mary Joycine, or Linda. If they
were there would be no Newman on this
campus. Newman is, and must be, the
students. All the students, all the time.
At 5450 Kimball, Newman will soon
exist in a physical form. But what are
iU-1171
UN W. P'OSTD
bricks without people ? An establishment?
Let's make New-man living and doing, saying and acting. The students are the only
ones that can make a viable Newman.
"Our God is a living God". Let us
follow our God and live. Newman, even if
it is small , can make a big noise right here
at Northeastern. You can be a part of it.
Michael J. Hebda
Publicity Chairman of Newman

"TITICUT FOLLIES"
COMES

8eJt 7toeat Sltop
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
3358 WEST BRYN MAWR AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60645
PHONE 478-6276
NICK G. KATSOULIS
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BEEHIVE GETS ·OK FOR MORE
After a half-trimester hassle with financial red-tape, the BEEHIVE announced last week that it has finally placed an order for five hundred additional copies of
the '68 book.
Last January 13, all circulation records
were shattered when 1,960 BEEHlVEs
were handed to a mass of N ISC students
in half a day. A two-week period had been
set aside for the circulation, a project
which required only six hours.

APRIL CONCERT A FIRST
by Cindy Dubas
This April will mark a first for the
NISC Choir. Under the direction of Mr.
Dwayne Jorgenson, the choir will present
its first concert April 11th in the auditorium at 8:00 p.m. The choir will appear in
their new attire. Also that evening, the
N ISC Orchestra under the direction of
Mr. Vincent Oddo, will perform.
The concert will open with the choir
singing compositions from the Renaissance era. The final portion of the program features a contemporary work by
Benjamin Britten, "The Festival Te
Deum", composed for the Centenary
Festival of St. Marks, Swindon. The second part of the program features the orchestra's accompaniment of the Schubert

Jim Foley, Yearbook editor, announced
that steps would be taken immediately to
order an additional 500 copies. Requests
were put before the Student Fees and Allocations Committee for emergency funds ,
but action was never taken because of th~
SF AC backlog.
With those difficulties ironed out, the
arrangements have now been made for circulation of the five hundree new books.
Students desiring a book who did not
receive one before are asked to visit the
BEEHIVE office, E-41, and present their
activity cards. ID card numbers will then
be taken, and 'books will be mailed as soon
as they leave the presses. Foley explained
that the shipment is expected at the trimester break, so mailing them to the
students' homes will save considerable
time.
"Mass in G".
The Music Department reminds you
again that membership in the choir is
available to all students of NISC upon
request. .Two smaller groups exist within
the large organization. Membership in
these groups is by audition only: the concert group, which is presenting the program on the 11th, and the Madrigal Singers that rehearse independently of tbe qther groups.

THE FLIP SIDE
3314 W. FOSTER AVENUE. I CHICAG.O, ILLINOIS 60625
PHONE: 418-1490

STEREO L.P.'S ~ $3,19
I-TRACK TAPES- $5,60
TOP 40 45'S - $ .&t

HOURS:
DAILY 10 - -&
MON. ANU F fJ-1,
10 - 9

THIS AD WORTH 25 CENTS ON

~

WEEKLY SPECIAL
STEREO L.P.'S BY .
POPULAR ARTISTS
ONLY $2,48

$2,50 PURCHASE

With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the Week
588~9365 - 588-9850
ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
~00 W. PETERSON (PETERSON & PULASKI)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TUNE-UPS •
TRANSMISSIONS
STANDARD
BREAKES RELINED
RADIATORS
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
HAND WASH
TIRES· BATTERIES AUTO

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
IARKIV
FRIGIKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE .ON ALL IAKES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS

AIR
CONDlffONING
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lvanhoes' '~Corn'' is Worlhwhile
BY Alicia Kouvelis

across as the too typical soho harlot.
But the flaws mentioned are minor: decrease emphasis on the obvious, add concentration on character studies, send a
reviewer in good health, it won't be a very
good production, but a superb creation.

The "Corn is Green" by Emlyn Williams deals with the day to day existence of
the Welsh coal-miner as typified by the
"How Green Was My Valley" style epic.
At the risk of admitting to cynicism one
feel s compelled to say that " Corn" is aptly
named. Yet though the tale has this particular weakness, it has beauty in its idealization
BY Abby Rosen
of a young man's hopes for the future , and
of a spinster's attempt to prove the value of
"A Taste of Honey", the encore deher existence in having more to give than
manded by the standing applauding Norththe simple duties of wife and mother.
William's play, directed and produced by eastern audience is the best description of
George Keath_ley, is neither a comedy nor a the evening concert, with the Peter Nero
tragedy. Having elements of both, it is a jazz trio. Never before in Concert Series
drama about flesh and blood people - corny history has the audience respoQded with a
as the plot seems and this sounds - it is about total standing ovation.
The March 5th audience was captured
life as it actually happens . It is quite safe to
say that at one time a self-appointed school by the personable Nero, his drummer,
teacher did actually leave the familiarity of Bobby Rosengarden, and his bass player,
England and settle down to educating a .Gene Cherico. Beginning with Simon and
handful of Welsh children with a mis- Garfunkel's "Mrs . Robinson" and continuing with selections geared to his audience
sionary-like zeal.
The school teacher, Miss Moffat, is the Nero played some of the finest sounding
personification of the progressive white lib- jazz. Nero's selections of the Broadway
scores of "West ide Story" and the
eral, but with considerably more depth. As
"Sound of Music" were delights for the
portrayed by Eileen Herlie, she becomes
Northeastern audience.
supremely alive for us . The growth of charNero's style was a unique combination.
acter evidenced in Miss Moffat is superbly
acco~plished by Miss Her lie, who through- Still present in his music is the light, melodic sounds of a classical pianist. This classiout the play is the lead character, whether
cal touch is combined with Nero's amazing
or not the scene necessitates it.
Morgan Evans is the poor young coal- sense of timing. Nero's sound was light;
miner with the flame of hidden genius. ·Nero's interpretation of Cole Porter's
George Chakiris performs quite adequately songs was imaginative. His combination of
in this role, at times a very compelling indi- Brahms and Beethoven with Cole Porter's
vidual. However, it was rather difficult to "I've Got Rhythm" showed again Nero's
empathize with Morgan, sympathy gqing
instead to Miss Moffat. Perhaps this was
due to a quality of remoteness on the part of
Mr. Chakiris, rather than in the character
he portrayed. It is possible that his characterization of Morgan was not realistic
enough ; or perhaps the two one a literary
BY David Green
figure, and the other flesh and blood, are
too much alike.
"Cleaning Up History" is to be the
As for the supporting cast, Geraldine theme of the upcoming meetings of the HisKay, as Miss Moffat's ·reformed cockney tory- Club. The purpose of the program is to
housekeeper is excellent, easily the most point up how history courses in high school
outstanding of the minor characters. Edgar and college are propagandized and what
Meyer as the Squire does a rather good job, can be done to change them into more reabut one loses patience with this type of char- listic and viable courses. Guest speakers are
acter all too quickly. There are two ladies
being planned from off-campus and onthe play could live without - as their char- campuss ources. The club hopes to get Mr.
ization stood on this - the opening night.
Speller, from our own counseling departFirst is Miss Ronberry, the village spinster ment, to talk about how white supremacy is
converted to assistant school marm, por- expressed and continued in history courses
trayed by Jaquebeth Benton. Miss Benton
of our educational institutions."
come across mostly as a Cameo figure, posMr. Barber, the History Club advisor,
sibly a Coppelia. Second is Bessie Watty, came to last Tuesday's meeting and rethe housekeeper's daughter, who comes
vealed plans that President Terry Baumgartner, Secretary Ellen Goodman, and he
had worked out. The club, which has been
deeply involved with the Concerned HisOn Friday, March 7, in an unprece- tory Majors (CHM), was forced to ask
dented meeting, more than 40 students and CHM to define their role in the workings of
most of the Biololy department's faculty the History Club. Dan Kahn summed up
met in the "B" lounge to' "have a free inter- the relative position of the two groups when
change of ideas relative to the biology pro- he said, "The History Club is a scholastic,
gram ... open to all interested students of the scholarly organization whereas CHM is
college." The meeting, which began mainly more of an activist group looking for conas a "gripe session," eventually developed structive changes in the department." The
into a discussion between faculty and stu- Concerned History Majors have not yet dedents, revolving around the role of the stu- cided whether they will be completely sepadent today and the aims of education in gen- rate groups or become a part of the history
club. "The decision is not up to me .. don't.
eral.
Jay Byron, newly elected student sena- ask me." This is the way Dan Kahn stepped
tor, brought up the suggestion that the down as co-ordinator of CHM.
biology requirements be reduced to one
New "leading lights" will decide the fupractical four hour biology course, with the ture of this activist group. The leadership
emphasis on man himself. This course has fallen into the hands of three students:
would serve as a preparation for In- Bob Hewitt, Dave Singer and Tom Kwit.
troductory Psychology and Introductory These people are taking Dan's place beSociology.
· cause they will be at N ISC longer than
Also suggested, but rejected, was the pos- Dan and will be able to carry on CHM in
sibility of an independent study in biology. the trimesters to come.
The arguments against this plan were
· At last week's meeting there was much
mainly centered around the lack of space · discussion about curriculum problems. Dr.
and supervisory personnel in the science Morton and Mr. Barber were there to conwing.
tribute the department's view to the talks .
The discussion lasted until six o'clock, Italian, Spanish, Portugese, Chinese, Japaalthough it was scheduled to last only an nese, and Phillipine History courses were
hour.
just some of the omissions from the curricuDr. H.F. Lamp, the chairman of the
lum that CHM brought forth. No concrete
Biology Department, stated that.these meet- . suggestions were made, but CHM promised
ings_will be continued, perhaps once every it will keep working with the department for
six weeks, or "whenever the student want the history majors' good.
it".· Any student or faculty member interBe looking for flyers advertising the Hisested in attending these meetings or helping tory Club meeting tomorrow in E 108. The
to i_nitiate one should contact Dr. Lamp.
club hopes to set? you th~re.
·

PETER NERO THRILLS

7

classical training combined with a jazz musician's imaginative and intuitive qualities .
Bobby Rosengarden's solo was thor ..
oughly enjoyable. Along with Mr. Rosengarden, Gene Cherico, bass, was another
asset to the trio. The bass, one of the hardest
instruments to play, was played not only
well, but with the feeling to bring the sound
to is richest.
The Nero trio battling the auditorium
acoustics gave Northeastern one of the mellowest performances. As usual, the auditorium was kept too warm and the lighting
had an unprofessional touch. The program
that said it wasn't a program was a subtlety
that can't quite be understood. But aside
frorp these points the Nero Concert was a
success that can only be described in the
superlative. It is our hope that the concert
series would take note of this and begin a
Nero tradition at Northeastern.

WITH SACHS
At the first of what developed into a regular series of meetings with NISC president
Jerome Sachs last Tuesday, the Student
Sel).ate discussed numerous colle~roblems in an effort to close the "communications gap" with our administration .
The meeting was not called with the intention to solve any of the issues, but rather
an opening of the channels which may
eventually hold the solutions.
Discussions ranged from the irrelevancy
of many courses to the lives of NISC students to the lack of publicity given the college by outside news sources.

SITTERS-IN GET THEIR DAY IN C()URT
Fines of $25 each were charged against
nine of the eleven NISC students arrested
last November in Pre~ident Sachs' office.
Held February 7, the court hearing
dropped all charges against one demonstrator, and fined another $50, reportedly because he had a previous record.with the Police.

Disorderly Conduct charges were
dropped in every case, and the fines were
for charges of Criminal Trespass.
. TERMPAPERS TYPED
IBM Electric --- 40c/page
Call Mrs. Cohen; 338-5242 evenings
'
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SAMPLE SHOPPE
.prices• New Spring Fashions!

OUR SPECIALTY
sport dresses - ·c ulottes - and dressy dresses
SIZES JUNIOR PETITE, JUNIOR, OR MISSES
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS
.
SH-H-H! WE ARE SPLITTING OUR PROFITS
TO MEET YOUR POCKETS.

CHM TO CLEAN
UP HISTORY

OPEN BIO MEET HELD

SENAT·EMEETS

BONSHARSTYLESHOPPE
331 W. Bryn Mawr, Chicago
Hours Mon thru Sat. 10:30 am to 5:30 pm.
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COME IN AND BROWSE!!! BETWEEN
CLASSES AND.AFTER!.

BARRY'S
Features the very latest in smart styling
from the designer's tables
Always ready to accomodate NISC students ·with:

SHIRTS- -

SLACKS-

A fresh array of
manhattan shirts, both
in the B.D. University
look and the newlystyled fly-away collar.

H.1.s. and Gaslight -

casuals.always lend
a helping' hand ~o a .
your man's desire
to be in fashion.

The strong look in knitwear,
Barry's is ready to satisfy
your every want. Silk and Dacron
neckwear to satisfy every look.
Be sure to co01e and see Barry's grooming bar for men, featuring
the complete line of DEMERT and DEP grooming aids for men.

Open every night to 6:00;
Mon. and Thurs. to 9

· Open Sundays 11 :00 to 3:00
for your shoppin-g convenience.
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VARSITY BASEBALL SCHEDULE 1969

Baseballers Set For Opener
With less than three weeks left before their opening game, Northeastern's band of
baseball players have been hard at work in anticipation of the coming season.
After some 36 players reported for tryouts, Coach Bob Hale has cut the squad to 23 with .
one fina l cut to come within a week or two . Hale had planned to have the squad trimmed
down to 20 players by the end of the week, but at the last moment he decided to take another
look at some of the prospects.
Hale is in his first season as Varsity Coach at NISC. He is a former Major League player,
having completed with the Indians, Orioles, and Yankees.
When asked how he felt about the coming year he stated, " I think we will be one of the
most improved teams in the area." Northeastern will , once again, compete in the Chicagoland Conference with such teams as Illinois Circle, Lewis College, and Concordia. Last
season the Eagles fini shed one game above the last place University of Chicago Maroons in
league competition, but figure to do much better come this Spring.
Hale has scheduled a 34 game season with a southern trip to Memphis during the
semester break. During that trip they will meet Memphis State University, Union College,
and Southwestern College before returning to the Windy City to continue league play.
Following is a list of those 23 who have been asked to return for practice:
Denn is Graziano
Brian Anderson
Frank Gampetro
Dan Indelli
Gino Pesce
Bob Jelen
Jim Soboleski
Bob Nowinski
Bronko J ovic
Jim Dobner
Dave Gustafson
Frank Tirti ll i
Craig Gigsted
Ed Groenwald
Kent Blake
Wayne Madura
Ed Miller
Tom Shields
Bob Pryz
Ron Middleton
Steve Johnson
Joe Ventrella
Jim Costello

DAY

DATE

OP_PONENT

PLACE

TIME

Wed.
T hurs.
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
T hurs.
Sat.
Mon.
Wed.
Sat.

April 2
Arpil 3
Apri l 7
April 8
Apri l 9
April IO
April 12
April 14
April 16
April 19

St. Procopius College*
Illinois Tech.*
Chicago State College*
Rockford College
Lewis College*
U . of Ill. Circle Campus*
U. Of Chicago* (2)
U. Of Ill. Circle Campus*
Aurora College*
Milton College (Milton Wisc.) (2)

Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away

3:30
3:00
3:30
3:00
3:30
3:30
12:00
3:30
3:30
12:00

(Spring Trip)
Wed.
T hurs.
Fri.
Sat.

April 23
April 24
April 25
April 26

Memphis State Unive rsity
Union University (Jackson, Tenn.)
Southwestern College (Me mphis Tenn.)
Union University (Jackson, Tenn.)

Away
Away
Away
Away

3:00
3:00
3:00
12:00

April 28
April 30
May 2
May 3
May 5-8
May 10
May 12
May 14
May 17
May 19
May 20
May2 1
May22
May 27-29

St. Procopius College*
Aurora College*
MacM urray College (Jacksonville, Ill. )
MacMurray College (2)
Chicagola'. nd College Confere nce T ournament
Loras College (Dubuque, Iowa) (2)
Chicago State College*
Lewis College*
Judson (2)
N .A. I. A. District Playoffs at Aurora
Concordia College*
Lake Forest College
Illinois Tech.*
Lewis College Invitational Tournament

Away
Home
Away
Away

3:30
3:30
3:30
12:00

Away
Away
Home
Away

12:00
3:00
3:30
I :CIO

Home
Away
Ho me

3:30
3:00
3:30

Mon
Wed
Fri.
Sat.
Sat.
Mon.
Wed.
Sat. ,
T ues.
Wed.
T hurs.

-

Bob Hale, Coach

WHAT'~ HAPPENING by RON MIDDLETON

KOLVAS

I KOLVA S
I

62 -23
BYE
DUBOIS RAIDE RS
33-31
TKE 'A'
YAK'ZS
54-4 6
X-CELS

Northeastern' s Intramural basketball Champions will be decided
· tomorrow at 1 PM in the gym. KOL VAS 6-0, POLISH MA F IA
6-0, 96' ERS 6-1 , and the Y AK'ZS 6- 1 are the remaining ballclubs.
Incidentally, the Intramural Champions wi ll take on an All-star
faculty team this coming Thursday . Fans, if you're looking fo
a laugh , you must watch this haphazard.

KOLVAS

I TKE 'A'
I

I YAK'ZS
I

37-33
YAK' ZS

RAVES

I RAVES
I

BYE
GRU NCHINS

,....__.

I GRUNCHINS
52-41

I

BYE
AMERICANOS

96'ERS

59-38

I 96'ERS

96'ERS

I

STING RAYS
STING
33-31
RAYS
28-21
COLTS

Baseball

I

J...

I

POLISH MAFIA
I POLI
SH
MAFIA
BYE

Begins
Soon!

POLISH
MAFIA

-

I

Sociology Club
a nd

Sugg House Sq ua re
Pre sent
Fath r Francis X. Lawlor
ON OPEN HOUSING

3-5 P.M. Thurs~ March

North Dining Hall

Professionals who have seen the film say:
" ... it shows w ith rare artistry and a c curacy both t h e oute r life and the i nne r
exp e r ien ce of t h e Bridgewate r p atients and community ... / know the instituti on m yself a nd be lieve that it c an be grateful for making know n the
difficulties unde r whic h it w o r ks."
Lester L. Havens, M.D.
· Principal Psychiatrist
Massachusetts Mental Health Center
" The p sych iatric professio!l, sh o uld use t his a s a prime r ."
Malcolm H. Skolnick, Deputy Director
Instructional Resources
Centv State University, Massachusetts
"It is a st a r k fil m a n d the most realistic and h o n es: st a t e m e nt that I have
seen on the ment a l hospital."
Morris S. Schwartz
Dept. of Sociology
Brandeis University
"Seeing the film should be a mandatory par t of the t raining of every physician and lawyer .. . "
Leonard N. Shapiro, M.D.
Tufts-New England Medical Center

lhursd_
ay, Marc~ 27, 1969

7:30 P.M., Little Theater

